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Welcome to Your GxNutrient Personal Report

What is Genetic Testing?

Do These Results Show That You Are Low in Nutrients?

GxNutrient Personal Report

Congratulations!
You are about to receive insights about your body that, up until now, have never been available. The science of the 
human body only recently evolved enough to allow scientists to identify and analyze a person’s DNA. Genetic Direction 
not only provides you with a roadmap of your specific genes, but gives direction on how you can potentially optimize your 
health and well-being with this knowledge.

We spend a lifetime trying to learn more about ourselves, especially how our body works and how our health is affected 
by our habits and behaviors. Traditionally, we have learned what works and what doesn’t through trial and error. But 
experience alone doesn’t always give us the information we need.

Genetic testing utilizes a physical specimen from the body (saliva, blood, or other tissues) to reveal information about a 
person’s chromosomes or their genes. In addition to identifying key genes, information is evaluated about areas on 
each gene that may differ between people. These areas are known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).  We 
use the term genotype to describe the outcome of your individual genetic tests.

If you scored LOW or BELOW AVERAGE, your genotype results show that you may have a higher risk for having 
blood levels of certain nutrients that may be in the lower end of the normal range. Note that this does not necessarily 
suggest that you are at risk of being deficient, merely that you are at risk of being at the lower end of the normal 
range. For a few nutrients, such as Vitamin B12, it may be optimal to be in the mid-range of normal, or higher. This 
genotype risk assessment is based on studies where study participants with certain genotypes for the various 
nutrients tested were shown to be more likely to be in the lower end of the normal range for a nutrient. 

Be careful of assuming these results indicate you are low, or deficient in a certain nutrient. The only way to know for 
sure if you are in the low end of the normal range for a nutrient, or if you are actually deficient, is to consult with your 
physician and get a specific blood test designed to assess a specific nutrient. This genetic test can only assess your 
risk; the blood test is what can assess your actual levels. 

Which Food Choices for Certain Macronutrients Are the Best for You?

Our genetic testing analyzes your genotype and assesses your potential levels of macronutrients. This testing does not 
test your individual sensitivity or response to certain foods that may contain these macronutrients. You may have other 
individualized responses that are not detected in the genetic tests. For example, you may be allergic to the proteins in 
dairy foods. Or you may have a negative response to the lactose sugars in dairy products. This report cannot inform you 
about these reactions. Any food recommendations that are suggested to help you obtain certain nutrients should be 
modified based on other factors that you may already know about.



How Can You Monitor Your Nutrient Intake?

Your body absorbs a certain amount of each nutrient as food or supplements are digested. Then your body uses or 
stores the nutrient as needed.  There are many factors that affect how much of a nutrient you take in, how much of a 
nutrient is absorbed and used by your body, and whether your body stores are in the normal range. 

Your genotype for certain nutrients can indicate that you may be at risk for having lower levels of certain nutrients. 
But since the genotype analysis is not measuring what you eat, the supplements you take, or actually measuring 
levels in your blood or tissues, the genotype analysis alone cannot relate your true status.

People who are low or deficient in a nutrient may absorb more from food than someone who is not deficient. A 
person who needs more of a certain nutrient may absorb more of it from a food than someone who has normal 
levels. There are also other factors that can affect absorption positively or negatively, and that can affect how your 
body uses what you take in.

How do you know what your true nutritional status is? A blood test is generally the only way to truly test your true 
nutritional status. What is in the blood when tested may not always reflect what is in the tissues or how much is 
being used by the body. But at present, this is the measure used for most nutrients. There may also be different 
blood tests that monitor the same nutrient.

Keep these factors in mind as you interpret your genotype results and the suggestions given. No one result is going 
to give you all the information you need. But taken together, the results of your genotype analysis, along with a blood 
test can help you spot potential areas where you can optimize your nutrition. 

Should You Take a Supplement?

Most nutritionists recommend that nutrients be obtained first through food. Research studies have tended to show 
more favorable outcomes when research participants obtained nutrients from food sources rather than from 
supplements. Nutritional experts vary in their opinions about whether people should take supplements or not.

Most supplements are considered safe. But be cautious with dosing because research on appropriate levels has 
identified ranges for some nutrients beyond which toxic effects can occur. These ranges are known as the Upper Intake 
Level, or UL. It is difficult to reach the UL by getting the nutrients from food, but it is easy to reach these high-risk levels 
from supplementation.

If you do choose to supplement, keep track of the nutrients you get from all foods. Read food labels since some foods 
that you eat may also be fortified in the supplements you are taking. Use dietary software to input what you eat and 
supplement with so you can keep an estimate of your total nutrient intake and will be less likely to overdose. Also 
consult with your doctor if needed. Some supplements, including Vitamin A and Vitamin B6, can interact with 
medications you may be taking.



To empower you with the best genetic testing knowledge possible, we have established stringent criteria for studies that we 
use to help us evaluate the potential impact of your genotype for each gene tested. We select the largest and most 
scientifically valid genome-wide association studies to calculate a score for the different genes or gene combinations for all 
genes tested. Your results indicate which gene combinations you have in each category, and you receive a rating for each 
trait in a category.  The studies we used as the basis for our recommendations are available for reference in this report. 

Personalized medicine, or individualized advice based on a person’s genetic profile, is still in its infancy, because there is 
still much to be understood about genes and their interactions with each other and other influences such as diet, exercise 
and the environment. Genetic research is a relatively new field and many new discoveries are being made every day. We will 
maintain a continually updated research database, with analyses that will be modified as new and better research becomes 
available.

On the following pages, you will see a summary of your results, followed by a detailed explanation and success strategy. 
You can’t change your genes. But you can control the diet and lifestyle behaviors that influence those genes and take steps 
starting today to minimize genes that may cause undesirable outcomes and to maximize your health and wellness genetic 
potential. 
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Why Is Your Genotype Important?
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RATING GENES

         VITAMINS     

Vitamin A Tendency NORMAL BCMO1

Vitamin B6 Tendency BELOW AVERAGE NBPF3

Vitamin B9 – Folate Tendency LOW MTHFR

Vitamin B12 Tendency NORMAL FUT2

Vitamin C Tendency BELOW AVERAGE SLC23A1

Vitamin D Tendency NORMAL GC, NADSYN1, CYP2R1

Vitamin E Tendency NORMAL ZPR1, SCARB1, CYP4F2

Dietary Choline Tendency SLIGHTLY INCREASED PEMT

MINERALS

Calcium Levels BELOW AVERAGE CASR, DGKD, GCKR, LINC00709, CARS,
LOC105370176, CYP24A1

Copper Levels NORMAL SMIM1, SELENBP1

Iron Levels NORMAL TRF2, HFE, HFE, TMPRSS6

Magnesium Levels BELOW AVERAGE MUC1, SHROOM3, TRPM6, DCDC5, ATP2B1,
MECOM

Phosphorus Levels ABOVE AVERAGE ALPL, CSTA, IHPK3, PDE7B, C12orf4, IP6K3

Selenium Levels NORMAL DMGDH

Zinc Levels BELOW AVERAGE CA1, PPCDC, LINC01420
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WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:

Our analysis indicates that your genetic profile is NORMAL. Your score 

reflects the fact that your genotype showed fe , if any, of the unfavorable 

allele combinations. This suggests that, as long as you consume a healthy 

diet that includes Vitamin B12, you are likely to have normal blood levels 

of vitamin B12. Keep in mind, however, that vitamin B12 deficiencies can

develop with some health conditions. Also, aging can result in poorer 

absorption of vitamin B12 from foods.

If you follow a plant-based vegan diet that does not include fortified foods,

levels also can become low.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

Getting a nutrient analysis of what you eat can give you an indication of 
how much of a nutrient you are consuming. Do periodic checks of your 
estimated vitamin B12 intake with a food log using a dietary app.

To assess how well nutrients in your foods are absorbed, it is a good idea 
to get periodic testing of your blood levels of vitamin B12. If absorption is 
impaired, your blood levels may be low and you may wish to supplement 
with B12.

RELATED GENES / SNPS

FUT2

Your genetic profile indicates 
that your response is NORMAL. 
This suggests that your blood levels of Vitamin 

B12 are likely to be normal.
The gene and associated SNPs included 
in this category have been shown to have 
significant associations with a perso ’s 
blood levels of Vitamin B12. In one large 
study, those women who carried the most 
unfavorable pairs of genes, or alleles, 
had slightly lower levels of Vitamin B12, 
although they were in the acceptable, 
but low, end of the range. Around 70% of 
people have genotypes that suggest they 
may be at risk for having blood levels of 
B12 that are at the lower end of the normal 
range. There are several reasons why blood 
levels of B12 can be low. Some people do 
not get enough in their diet and so they are 
simply not getting enough of the nutrient. 
Some other people get enough, but do not 
absorb it efficiently. A small pe centage 
of people over 50 or those who have had 
gastrointestinal surgery or GI disorders 
such as Crohn’s disease may also have 
reduced abilities to absorb it.

Vitamin B12 is important for many 
processes in the body, including red blood 

VITAMINS

VITAMIN B12 TENDENCY

VITAMIN B12-RICH FOODS 

TO INCLUDE IN YOUR DIET:

Lean meat, seafood, dairy 

products, eggs, fortified 

breakfast cereals, certain brands 

of fortified nutritional yeast.
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WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:

Our analysis indicates that your genetic response is NORMAL. Your score 

re� ects the fact that for the genes investigated, your genotype showed few, 

if any, of the unfavorable allele combinations. This means that, assuming 

you get adequate sun exposure or Vitamin D from dietary sources, your risk 

of being deficient in Vitamin D is lo .

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

• Expose yourself to the sun on most days of the week for at least

10 to 15 minutes (30 to 50 minutes if you have naturally dark skin).

Spend more time outdoors in winter months, or if you live in northern

latitudes.

• Get a blood test from your doctor to determine your nutrient levels. If

you are deficient in Vitamin D, do a nutrient analysis o determine how

much Vitamin D you consume, then eat more foods containing Vitamin

D or take supplements.

RELATED GENES / SNPS

GC, NADSYN1, CYP2R1

Your genetic profile indicates
that your response is NORMAL. 
Make sure to get enough sunlight each week to 

keep Vitamin D levels in the acceptable range.
The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have been 
shown to have statistically significant
associations with a person’s blood levels 
of Vitamin D (which is actually a hormone). 
One study found that several SNPs linked 
to low levels of Vitamin D were from 
genes that may play a role in the Vitamin 
D conversion and delivery process. Those 
people who carried unfavorable pairs of 
genes, or alleles, had a higher risk of low 
levels of Vitamin D, and those who carried 
several unfavorable SNPs had a much 
higher chance of being deficien
in Vitamin D.

Vitamin D has been proven in research to 
be crucial for bone health. Low levels of 
Vitamin D have been associated with a 
variety of health conditions, including heart 
disease, diabetes, depression and cancer.

A blood test from your doctor can 
determine your blood levels of Vitamin 
D. Vitamin D is primarily produced by the

VITAMINS 

VITAMIN D TENDENCY
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body from exposure to ultraviolet rays from 
sunlight, and this is considered to be the 
optimal source since Vitamin D generated 
by the body lasts longer in the body than 
Vitamin D taken in supplement form. Your 
levels are likely to be higher if you live in the 
southern latitudes and during the summer. 
However, it is not uncommon for people 
with lots of exposure to the sun to still have 
low levels of Vitamin D. In general, only 
10 to 15 minutes of sun exposure to bare 
skin per day during the summer months 
is needed for a Caucasian to produce the 
Vitamin D he or she needs. Darker skinned 
people will need to spend 2-5 times more 
time in the sun. Since Vitamin D is stored 
in the body, stores can be built up during 
warmer months and may compensate for 
less sun exposure during winter months.

Vitamin D can be obtained through foods 
such as oily fish and egg yolks, as well as
fortified dairy and plant milks, and fo tified
cereals. Vitamin D can also be taken in 
supplements. If you test low and choose to 
take a Vitamin D supplement, be careful of 
taking higher doses because there can be 
adverse effects.

VITAMINS

VITAMIN D TENDENCY

VITAMIN D-RICH FOODS TO 

INCLUDE IN YOUR DIET: 

Salmon, mackerel, sardines, egg 

yolks, fortified almond, soy or other 

plant milk, fortified dairy milk.
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WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:

Our analysis indicates that your genetic profile exhibits characteristics that make you 

likely to have BELOW AVERAGE blood levels of calcium. That means you are at risk for 

having inadequate amounts of calcium circulating in your bloodstream, so your body will 

be more likely to pull what it needs for healthy cellular function from your bones. That’s 

bad because it can lead to osteoporosis—a condition of brittle bones—over time. Be sure 

to get at least 1,000 mg (men) to 1,200 mg (women) of calcium a day through a vitamin 

and mineral rich diet and practice bone-building lif estyle behaviors.

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

Our bones naturally weaken some with age, so it’s particularly important that 

you support your system with what it needs to maintain healthy calcium le vels 

and to keep your skeleton strong.

Eat dairy and calcium rich foods. Dairy foods like milk, cheese and yogurt are 

excellent sources of calcium, which is why the US Dietary Guidelines 

recommend three servings of dairy a day to get your daily recommended 

amount. If you don’t like or eat dairy, canned fish like salmon and sardines are 

excellent sources as are tofu, almonds, beans and fortified alternative milk 

products. Dark leafy greens like kale and spinach are also high in calcium, but 

these plant sources of calcium contain compounds that bind to calcium and 

make it harder to absorb, so they shouldn’t be your primary source.

Get enough vitamin D. Calcium doesn’t build bones without the assistance of 

Your genetic profile indicates 
that you are inclined to have 
BELOW AVERAGE blood levels 
of calcium.

You can help keep your skeleton strong by eating 

a bone-building diet, getting r egular exercise and 

practicing other skeleton saving behaviors.

RELATED GENES / SNPs

CASR, DGKD, GCKR, LINC00709, 

CARS, LOC105370176, CYP24A1

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have been 
shown to have significant associations 
with a person’s blood calcium levels.

Calcium is the most plentiful mineral in 
the human body and is used by nearly 
every cell in the body. It’s well known that 
the mineral is essential for maintaining 
skeletal and dental health, as your bones 
and teeth are where the lion’s share of 
calcium is stored. Calcium also is required 
for nerve function, muscle contraction, 
hormone release and heart health. 

Your body keeps the amount of calcium 
circulating in your bloodstream within a 
certain range to allow all your specific 
cells to have what they need to perform 
their jobs. When those levels dip below 
that range, your body pulls what it needs 
from your skeleton. Over time that leads to 
weakened bones.  

MINERALS 

CALCIUM TENDENCY
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vitamin D. Low calcium levels and low vitamin D levels often go hand in hand. 

So be sure to get enough of this essential nutrient. Fortified dairy and fatty fish 

are excellent sources. Also consider taking a vitamin D supplement of 2,000 

IUs, which is well within the safe range.

Ramp up your intake of vitamin K. This little talked about vitamin plays an 

important role in calcium regulation and bone formation. Vitamin K must be 

present for Vitamin D to be absorbed. Low levels of vitamin K have been linked 

to low bone density. Eating just one serving of lettuce or other vitamin K-rich 

leafy green vegetables may cut the risk of hip fracture in half, according to the 

Harvard Nurses’ Health Study. Just one serving of broccoli, Brussels sprouts 

or dark leafy greens delivers the 90 to 120 micrograms you need.

Consider a supplement. Calcium supplements are a source of research 

controversy. Some studies report that they are not useful for preventing 

fractures and may be linked to increase risk for heart disease. If you are 

concerned that you’re not getting enough calcium in your diet, see your physician and get a blood serum nutrient test to find 

out if your levels are low. If you choose to supplement, stick to 500 mg to 600 mg a day, so as not to exceed the recommended 

daily amount.

Build your bones. Your bones need some stress to get the signal to grow. Activities that include a little impact such as walking, 

jogging and tennis as well as activities that make your muscles work hard (which in turn stresses your bones) such as gardening 

help keep them strong. Strength training two or three days a week has also been shown in studies to build and maintain bone 

density. Numerous studies have found that even people with low and very low bone density see significant bone density 

gains—improving about 1 percent a year—in their spine and hips, which ar e the areas affected most by osteoporosis, when they 

participate in a regular a strength training routine.

Cut out the cola. The research is still equivocal, but there’s compelling evidence that drinking too much cola can weaken your 

bones because the high levels of phosphorous it contains alters your calcium/phosphorous balance in an unfavorable direction. 

The Framingham Osteoporosis study found that women who reported drinking cola every day had lower bone mineral density 

than woman who said they drank it less than once a month.

Your calcium levels are influenced by your 
diet, how well your intestines absorb the 
calcium you take in, levels of phosphate 
in the body, your vitamin D levels and by 
levels of certain hormones like parathyroid 
hormone, calcitonin and estrogen. 
Emerging research also shows that your 
genotype may influence blood calcium 
levels. In one very large study of 39,400 
men and women, researchers found 
variations in these genes had a significant 
impact on blood calcium levels, which 
echoes findings from previous animal 
research as well as a study of 1,747 twins 
that estimated heritability to be 33 percent 
for blood serum calcium levels.

Our analysis investigated which genotype 
for these genes was present in your DNA. 
Your rating of NORMAL or BELOW 
AVERAGE reflects whether or not your 
genotypes included those that increased 
your risk for low blood calcium levels.

MINERALS 

CALCIUM TENDENCY

CALCIUM-RICH FOODS TO 

INCLUDE IN YOUR DIET:

Raw milk, almonds, okra, broccoli,

cheese, kale, yogurt
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WHAT YOUR GENES SAY ABOUT YOU:

Our analysis indicates that your genetic profile exhibits characteristics that give you the 

likelihood of having BELOW AVERAGE blood zinc levels. Low zinc levels compromise 

your immunity and leave you more vulnerable to acute disease like the common cold 

and other infections, and more chronic conditions like diabetes and heart disease. The 

good news is that zinc levels are very easy to boost through diet and supplement use. 

SUCCESS STRATEGIES

While most people in America get adequate zinc from their diet, a significant

percentage of adults fall short of the recommended mark. Analysis of the 

National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey found that 35 to 45 percent 

of adults over the age of 60 had zinc intakes below the recommended levels. 

Vegetarians and vegans may also be at risk because most of the zinc in the 

American diet comes from meat, poultry and animal products.

If you eat meat, good zinc sources include oysters (which contain 74 mg per 3 

ounces, the most zinc per serving of any food), lobster, crab, pork and chicken 

(dark meat especially). Other good food sources of zinc include yogurt,  

baked beans, cashews, oatmeal, milk, kidney beans, almonds, chickpeas and 

fortified grains

Some experts believe that vegetarians may need to get 50% more zinc than 

the recommended daily allowance to be sure their body absorbs what it 

Your genetic profile indicates 
that you are likely to have BELOW 
AVERAGE blood levels of zinc. 

We recommend increasing the amount of zinc-rich 

foods in your diet to ensure that you get the minimum 

8 to 11 mg of zinc a day, and maintain adequate zinc 

blood levels to keep your cellular function and 

immunity strong.

RELATED GENES / SNPs

CA1, PPCDC, LINC01420

The genes and their associated SNPs that 
are included in this category have all been 
shown to have significant associations
with a person’s blood levels of zinc.

Zinc is an essential trace element that 
plays a key role in immune function, 
protein synthesis, wound healing, insulin 
function, reproduction, thyroid function, 
blood clotting, growth, taste, vision and 
smell. After iron, it’s the most common 
mineral in the body and is found in
every cell.

You don’t need much zinc to perform all 
these functions. The recommended dietary 
allowance for adults is just 8 mg (women) 
to 11 mg (men). But you do need zinc in 
your daily diet because the body doesn’t 
store it. 

Zinc deficiency hinders immune
function and has been associated with 
cardiovascular disease and diabetes. 
Though outright deficiency is uncommon
in industrialized countries like America, 

MINERALS

ZINC TENDENCY
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needs. If you don’t eat meat, consider taking a multivitamin. Most contain zinc 

and will provide insurance that you get the recommended amount on days 

your diet falls short. It’s preferable to take zinc in a multivitamin rather than as 

a standalone supplement because those products also contain copper. Too 

much zinc on its own can cause a deficiency in copper.

there is evidence that relative zinc 
deficiency and marginal zinc levels may be 
somewhat common among certain 
populations, particularly among older 
people as well as vegetarians, since red 
meat and poultry provide the majority 
of zinc in the American diet and zinc 
from plant sources is slightly harder for 
the body to absorb. Taking too much 
zinc, which can happen when people 
supplement the mineral—a popular 
practice for staving off cold infections—
can cause toxicity, which results in nausea, 
vomiting, GI distress, loss of appetite and 
headaches. Upper limits for intake are 34 
mg for women and 40 mg for men. 

Genetics can influence a person’s zinc 
blood levels. In one widespread analysis 
of more than 12,000 adults, genetic 
variations accounted for 8 percent of the 
variation in blood zinc levels. Our analysis 
investigated which genotype for these 
genes was present in your DNA. Your 
rating of BELOW AVERAGE, NORMAL or 
ABOVE AVERAGE reflects the zinc levels 
that are likely to be present in your blood.

MINERALS 

ZINC TENDENCY

ZINC-RICH FOODS TO 
INCLUDE IN YOUR DIET:

Lamb, pumpkin seeds, chickpeas, 

cashews, mushrooms, spinach, 

yogurt
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Full GxNutrient Report Also Includes...

 MINERALS

Copper Levels

Iron Levels

Magnesium Levels

Phosphorus Levels

Selenium Levels

VITAMINS 

Vitamin A Tendency

Vitamin B6 Tendency

Vitamin B9 Tendency

Vitamin C Tendency

Vitamin E Tendency

Dietary Choline Tendency
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